Family Lawyers

“We have the experience, resources and skills to handle the complexities of both local and international divorce cases.”

- Gloria James
Gloria James-Civetta & Co (GJC Law), with a niche practice in Family Law, has one of the largest Martrimonial Law departments in Singapore.

Our firm motto is “Sound Advice, Smart Strategies and Successful Resolutions”

Aptly called “Lawyers with a Difference”, we are a modern law firm in Singapore with a penchant for A.D.R (Alternate Dispute Resolution).

We pride ourselves in having trained in Litigation, Mediation, Negotiations, Collaborative Practice, Conflict Resolution, Counselling and Coaching.

GJC Law is

**F.O.C.U.S.E.D**

**Formidable** 
**Organised** 
**Client Centred** 
**Unique Approaches** 
**Strategic Specialists** 
**Ethical** 
**Dependable**
Our Specialisations

**Local & International Divorce**

**Child Issues**
Maintenance Claims, Adoption, Custody, Guardianship, Child Protection & Representation, Parenting Coordination, Parental Alienation, Relocation and Hague Convention.

**High-Net-Worth Divorce & Division of Assets**
Nuptial Agreements, Assets Protection, Private Wealth protection, Cohabitation & Same Sex Partnership matters.

**Domestic Violence & Spousal Maintenance**
Filing complaint, Defence, Private Prosecution, Cyber-Bullying and POHA (Prevention of Harrasment), Maintenance for the Ailing Spouse, Right to Stay in Singapore.

**Legal Separation**
Deed of Separation, Marital Agreement, Financial Separation Agreement, Cohabitation Agreement.

**Alternate Dispute Resolution (A.D.R)**
Conflict Resolution, Negotiation, Counselling, Mediation, Coaching, Collaborative Family Practice.

**Expanding Family Law Horizons**
We have a strong network of international lawyers in Australia, UK, USA, South America, Japan, Europe, Middle East, South Africa, China and South-East Asia who work together with us to help serve our clients in cross-border matters.

**Online Presence**
We believe in the power of being informed and regularly publish blogs which serve as a valuable source of information for our clients and public.

We have created the Singapore Divorce APP, which is designed to assist divorcing couples calculate their home ownership contribution ratios as well as child monthly maintenance costs.

“Your one shot kill strategy successfully stumped the opponent.”
Meet Gloria James
Co-Founder

Gloria James is an advocate, solicitor and barrister with over 23 years’ experience in representing local and cross-border clients.

As a mediator and collaborative practice lawyer, Gloria is known for her ability to negotiate and manage high conflict personalities in intense and volatile situations. She is Singapore’s First Certified Divorce Coach.

Frequently interviewed and quoted by local and international media, Gloria advocates the value of mediation, negotiation and collaboration — and the firm’s belief that litigation should always be viewed as a last resort.
Qualifications

- Associate Mediator — Singapore Mediation Centre & State Courts of Singapore
- Family Mediator
  *Family Justice Courts & SMC’s Family Panel*
- Primary Justice Lawyer
  *State Courts of Singapore*
- Collaborative Family Practice Lawyer
- Certificate-in-Mediating Disputes
  *Harvard Law School*
- Certificate-in-Mediation Skills ADR
  *Regent’s University of London*
- Certificate-in-Negotiation
  *Said Business School — University of Oxford*
- Child Representative Lawyer
  *Appointed by the Family Justice Courts*
- Parenting Coordination Lawyer
- MIKK International Lawyer & Mediator
- Certified Divorce Coach

Contact GJC Law

For peace of mind and successful solutions to your legal disputes, contact GJC Law today.

Call us at +65 6337 0469
gjclaw.com.sg
consult@gjclaw.com.sg
3 Church Street #15-04
Samsung Hub
Singapore 049483
Fax: +65 6337 0463